
Number Chakra Color Translation Location Function / Service Comment

7 Sahasrara White
"Crown Chakra", 
"Thousand-spoked 
wheel"

Pituitary gland. This master gland is 
located about an inch forward and 
upward of the left ear, near the 
center of the cranium.

In the sahasrara, the jnani dissolves even blissful 
visions of light and is immersed in pure space, pure 
awareness, pure being.

6 Ajna lavender "command center" Pineal gland. Grants direct experience of the Divine

"Third eye". This center opens fully to the conscious use 
of man after many experiences of nirvikalpa samadhi, 
Self Realization, resulting in total transformation, have 
been attained, although visionary insights and, 
particularly, inner light experiences are possible earlier.

5 Vishuddha Blue sheer purity Throat Universal or divine love
Purely actinic force. The jnani who has awakened this 
center is able for the first time to withdraw awareness 
totally into the spine, into the sushumna current.

4 Anahata Smoky green unstruck sound Heart Governs faculties of direct cognition or 
comprehension Aspirant attains his mountaintop consciousness

3 Manipura Yellow "Gem"/"City" = 
Jewelled City 

solar plexus, where all nerves in the 
body merge to form what has been 
termed man's "second brain."

Will

The forces of will from this chakra add power either to 
worldly consciousness through the first two centers or to 
spiritual consciousness through the fourth and fifth 
centers. In Hindu mysticism, this dual function of 
willpower is conveyed in its ten "petals" or aspects, five 
which control and stabilize the odic or material forces of 
memory and reason, and five which control the actinic 
or spiritual forces of understanding and love. Therefore, 
the manipura energies are actinodic in composition, 
while muladhara and svadhishthana are purely odic 
force structures.

2 Svadisthana Orange one's own place hypogastric plexus below the navel Reason / Analysis / Problem Solving

When guided by the higher chakras and not totally 
entangled in ramifications of intellect, the powers of 
svadhishthana are a potent tool in bringing intuitive 
knowledge into practical manifestation. Reason does 
not conflict with intuition. It simply comes more slowly, 
more cumbersomely, to the same conclusions. 
Nevertheless, the intellect, in its refined evolution, can 
harness and direct the base instincts in man.

1 Muladhara Red root / support Base of spine Memory / Storage


